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Dear Reader,

You might not be able to see all of us. 

We are everywhere.  

We may have struggled with homelessness. We may have lived in group homes, in foster homes, in more than one 
foster home, on youth agreements, in care and out of care, on the street, and off the street.

And we may have lived with loving foster parents, or adoptive families, or many of us found an adult ally, had 
supportive teachers, went on to higher education. We may have experienced poverty or homelessness.  

We have may have found home or we may still be looking. But.... 

We share something in common. 

You know once you say you’ve been a youth in care to one of us, you don’t have to talk about the rest of your story. 

There is a bond. 

You are one of us. 

What we want to share with you are the things that can happen after your 19th birthday.

This is book is for you. 

Like you, we too have faced enormous challenges…and have something important to say about what we have learned 
along the way.  

We became mothers, teachers, travellers, athletes, we became architects, advocates, activists, good friends, and aunts 
and uncles. We became artists, dancers, yoga teachers, and social workers…we understand success isn’t who we are 
but what we wish for more of in this world. 

You might not be able to see all of us but …

…. if you open your heart, you can feel us and know that when you get to the other side of this experience and you’re 
able to reach out, that there is hopefully going to be somebody waiting there to reach back to you…. 

We hope that you will find strength from, and in, our stories. 

And that you’ll know the world will be waiting to hear your story, too. 
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We are Everywhere is a book featuring ten people 
who are offering us a glimpse into the wisdom of 
how to live past their experience of being a part 
of childhood and adolescent government care.  

In British Columbia today far too many young 
people are in care. Far too many of them are 
Indigenous, and far too many of them are in this 
system not due to serious parental harm or 
because there’s something intrinsically wrong 
with them. It’s because one in five children in 
British Columbia live in poverty, and we live in a 
province where parents are constantly faced with 
not enough support to do their parenting work. 

If you were fortunate enough to grow up in a 
community and within a home where your 
thinking and your values and the way that you 
behave were supported or adjusted by the people 
around you who loved and cared for you and 
have a deep bond with you, that’s wonderful. But 
what can happen is when we grow up in these 
kinds of situations, we often will take for granted 
this reality is true for everyone. 

As British Columbians and Canadians, we want 
to be known as people who care about one 
another. As people who value the well-being of 
community members, it can be difficult to face 
and to recognize that children are growing up in 
Canada in poverty, and where they are experi-
encing high levels of harm because of the colour 
of their skin and the differences in their culture.  

But facing the discomfort about how everyone’s 
world isn’t quite as same as the one we might 
have experienced, is a worthwhile journey to 
take because it will make us better people. 
Becoming empathetic to the realities of children 
and youth living in government care can be the 
beginning of the change these young people 
need to see from us as their public parents.  

One of the ways we talked about Fostering 
Change, an initiative developed within the Van-
couver Foundation, to improve policy, practice, 

FOREWORD BY KRIS ARCHIE

Kris Archie, a Secwepemc and Seme7 woman from the Ts’qescen First Nation, is the Executive Director of The Circle 
on Philanthropy and Aboriginal Peoples and former Manager of Vancouver Foundation’s Fostering Change initiative. 

Kris is a former foster kid, former foster parent, current parent, aunty, wife, and community member.

and community connections for young people 
transitioning from foster care to adulthood, was 
to really connect to this idea of a “good life.” It 
was this quiet notion that a good life wasn’t just 
about money. It wasn’t just about relationships, 
or your education, or your own physical health 
and well-being. It was the inter-connectiveness 
of all of these influences...and that you don’t just 
suddenly wake up one day and have a “good life.” 
But, in fact, a good life is created alongside many 
others, and it requires of people to have a level of 
skill and wisdom to navigate that everyday cre-
ation of what it takes to build a good life. And 
that when you have people around you who feel 
a sense of responsibility to ensure that you’re 
developing the skills, and the tools, and the rela-
tionships to achieve a good life, then life is going 
be better for you. 

But if you’re a part of an institution where the 
notion of creating a good life actually has a 
beginning and an end. If it is bound by checks 
and balances and bound by relationships with 
people primarily paid to be present in your life.  
If your growing up is an interaction that is 
bound by legislation, then it’s very easy for 
young people in foster care to feel very much 
like their experience or their value in the world 
is less than that of others.  

Imagine a sudden end to a relationship? Or of 
moving from one home to another, or one 
workplace or school to another, or the loss of a 
loved one? And during this tumultuous time, a 
period of multifaceted identity development 
and brain development, you face these homes 
and school transitions with not nearly enough 
loving support? 

If you’re not eating, if you’re not sleeping, if you 
feel isolated and disconnected, that’s dangerous 
for anyone, but especially for young people. All 
of these things are major factors for increased 
stress and depression. In our current system of 
care we’ve just been doing that to young people 

over, and over, and over again. And despite the 
appreciation for all the folks who work within 
that system, and who are clearly people who care 
they, too, are bound by a system that doesn’t cre-
ate conditions for love.

But if we continue to highlight the stories of kids 
who are uncared for, then we have no place for 
change. We need to find ways to tell the stories of 
triumph and tell the stories of despair, but we 
need to do it in a way that’s not traumatizing 
those who have stories to tell. And we need to 
hear from those who have experienced this sys-
tem. The possibility of change must be guided by 
the wisdom of people who have lived it. It is from 
them that we need to seek guidance. Once we 
hear this guidance, we need to use our power, 
and influence, and social capital to follow their 
lead. To seek out solutions already offered by 
those who have experienced care. 

And finally, what’s needed is an entire reframing 
of the systems of care for children and youth. 
We need to demand legislation that prioritizes 
relationship building, stability for young lives, 
and connection.  

We need, in other words, to legislate love. 

We need to find ways to tell 
the stories of triumph and 
tell the stories of despair, but 
we need to do it in a way 
that’s not traumatizing those 
who have stories to tell.
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PREFACE
We are Everywhere was conceived as a gift of inspiration to those young people who are currently aging out of 
government care. It was inspired and produced in collaboration with community-engaged artists Corin Browne and 
Patti Fraser with youth in care advocate Violet-Rose Pharaoh, whose own life had been shaped by the foster care system, 
and who has dedicated much her adult life to shifting the paradigm of youth in care from surviving to thriving. 

The content of this book was created in part through community-engaged gatherings of art making, conversation, 
and inquiry based on the question: “What do I know now that I would tell my 19-year-old self?” The extraordinary 
ordinary individuals you will meet in the book have all shared the experience of growing up in government care. And 
there is a need to hear the stories of lived experience from the over one million Canadians who are connected to the 
foster care system. 

In their practice as community-engaged artists Corin and Patti have observed time and time again the necessity for 
people to share the stories of their lives. Relating these stories of lived experience to another generation, and to be seen 
and heard, seems to be a universal gesture of a shared human condition. This is especially true for people whose life 
experiences have remain hidden or obscured by larger, more-pervasive and often negative narratives.

The narratives about being a youth in care rarely speaks to the diversity of experience, the strength, the resilience, and 
the wisdom of the many, many individuals who lived and survived the government care system, and who are now 
living lives full of meaning and rich with experience.

Inspired by the generosity of the individuals featured in this book and by the remarkable photographs of Sarah (a.k.a 
Emmet) Race We are Everywhere is intended to be words of advice to youth who are still in care, but this book will 
challenge all its readers to reconsider the narrow story of those who survived government care. The spirit of this col-
lection of interviews is an invitation to us all; particularly to our 19-year-old selves, whether we experienced government 
care or not, to learn from the collective insights and wisdom of these generous and amazing people. 
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I felt my place of belonging in it. 

Now, I’ve since recognized being seen by comm-
unity, I’ve come out, trusting that if I show my 
full self, feel all my feelings, I will be received by 
those who are also real, standing in the truth. 

Velveteen Rabbit 
I’m reminded of the Velveteen Rabbit Poem 
on becoming. 
That by the time you are real all your fur is 
rubbed off.
Your nose is raw and your eyes are falling out. 
Once real, you can’t be ugly. 
And you can’t be ugly to others who are also real. 
And once real, you're beautiful, right?
There is no such thing as an ugly truth.
Once you’ve become, once you’ve been seen, you 
can’t be unseen.

But how do you become real if you don’t know 
who you are?
One needs to know where they’ve come from to 
know where they’re going.
For me, I found forgiveness in the reconnection 
and rediscovery of culture — with all its grief and 
celebration, with the intergenerational legacy and 
how these experiences influenced my life and 
understanding, learning compassion and forgive-
ness of self and the dominant culture.
Forgiveness is not so much for others sake, but 

for our own — it is necessary, so we can therefore 
heal and move on, grow and find the strength in 
affirming the vulnerability and the hurt.

Examine it all:
The good the bad and the would-be ugly. The 
said and the unsaid’s.
Really have the courage to stand in the truth. To 
develop and become your authentic self.
Make friends with your inner child, your warrior, 
your temptress, all your parts — to be your true 
self, courageously and hopefully in connection with 
others, being held safely in community. I’ve been 
fortunate. I’ve sought out culture and ceremony.
I have a Youth in Care Community. 

In my culture it's all about full circle connection; 
harmony.
In this I find courage. 
One comes to a place of belonging. 
You first experience a sense of belonging and then 
you master something, once you have independence 
you are then able to practice gratitude and give 
back…invite others into belonging. 

A Feather:
Symbolic of my cultures connection, the journey 
we make from the womb to elder hood, to the 
spiritual realm and back again. We hold the feather 
from brow to heart, this is the longest journey we 
will take…between our head and heart. 

Really have the courage to stand 
in the truth. To develop and 
become your authentic self.

Feel all your feelings with no apology. Examine 
yourself; ALL parts. 
Our shadow is a result of the light and reflective 
of our spiritual stature.
Life is a symphony; a dance, every step is propor-
tionate to both the trauma and the healing. 
No matter the events we’ve experienced, we’ve 
survived and are still here. 
Here, now. The future is ours to write.
The question is what value has been added and 
or what has been the price?

Remember, we see the world as we are. 
Remain open there are great gifts in adversity.

“There is a crack in everything — that’s how the 
light gets in,”
It is always darkest before the dawn. Just know-
ing this helps in the darkest of hours. 
The light will come through, right? 
Just as long as you are not always trying to fill 
the cracks.
To make everything alight. 

Please know our truth is our own, it creates 
our reality. 
The how to is in You.
We decide how to reframe, rewrite our narrative.

I felt invisible growing up, for the most part.
But I did have an undeniable connection to the 
natural world, where…it saw me and I saw it and 

Racheal Raven Wright is from the Ojibway Nation and is of Cree 
and mixed ancestry. Her ancestral line is that of her grandmother, 
a survivor of the Indian Residential School System. 

Raven identifies as a Two Spirited woman. She is a homemaker, an 
artist, a writer, a storyteller, a re-narrator, a weaver of dreams, and 
witness of possibilities. She has a Child Youth Care Counselling 
Degree specializing in Child Protection with an advanced citation 
in Co-Occurring Disorders and Employment Support for persons 
with multiple barriers. 

Having “grown up” as an “urban Indian” in a residential resource 
her care was, for the most part, limited to western perspectives. Her 
healing journey has been one of rediscovering her lineage, healing 
the connection between heart and mind, understanding differing 
cultural perspectives, and reconnecting to ancestral knowledge. 
Raven recognizes that her spiritual identity is her apex; her will, and 
is one of critical significance in relation to land, space, and time.   

She chooses to trust and share her experiences as a woman with 
alumni/youth in care, as a foster parent, an aboriginal cultural 
coordinator, as an educator, and as a mental health addictions 
engagement specialist, while remaining a steady advocate for the 
rights of diverse minorities and vulnerable populations. 

We can only take others as afar as we’ve traveled ourselves. All we 
have is what is ours to share, not for our sole soul’s withholding. It is 
medicine. It needs to be planted and nourished and put into the dark 
earth to become something anew. I believe, all the world was created 
in a vibration, life is a song, a symphony and ours to dance. Just hope 
and trust in your truth, you never know what your impact is going to 
be on self and others.

We can only take others as afar as we’ve 
traveled ourselves. All we have is what is ours 
to share, not for our sole soul’s withholding. 

RACHEAL RAVEN WRIGHT A MESSAGE TO MY 19-YEAR-OLD SELF:
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Kara is a used-to-be Ontarian, former Albertan, and current BC 
dweller who can never stay in one place for very long. She has 
travelled to Puerto Rico, Mexico, Peru, Bolivia, Argentina, the 
Bahamas, Turks and Caicos, and St. Maarten among other places. 
Her desire to live a life in constant motion fuels her interest in 
personal development.

The biggest focus of Kara’s personal development has been over-
coming her fears, and finding the courage to build her own ver-
sion of success. She finds her greatest successes today in helping 
others overcome their fears and inspiring them towards their 
own aspirations.

By day, Kara is employed as a people manager, helping others reach 
their goals. By night, Kara spends her time volunteering for ini-
tiatives she is passionate about involving mitigating inequality, 
environmental justice, and financial literacy. She also dabbles in 
learning Spanish, photography, mindfulness, and meditation. She 
is an honours graduate of Capilano University’s Global Steward-
ship program, holds a few certificates in finance, and is a forever 
student of life. 

I think you just have to believe in yourself more than anything. 
If you feel shame or that you’re different, just acknowledge it 
and grow from it instead of taking it in a negative way.

If  you feel shame or that you’re different, just 
acknowledge it and grow from it instead of 
taking it in a negative way.

KARA GREEN

know anyone and my Spanish isn’t great, but 
I’m going to go there. 

The places where you don’t know the answer, you 
don’t know what’s going to happen. You have to 
try to not be scared of them.

I always have something in my life now where I 
don’t really know what will happen.... I always 
have something on the side that I’m toying with. 
I’m always researching a new idea. 

I’ve always wanted to help people. It’s like the only 
thing that was consistent my whole life, is that I 
felt the need to help someone. And banking defi-
nitely gave that to me, but volunteering even more 
so, or working with not for profit organizations. 

But it’s still scary. It’s just knowing that and try-
ing to think of it with that different perspective.

ON DEALING WITH SHAME AND          
VULNERABILITY

This is something I’ve toyed with over the 
course of my life. I think I’ve only recently 
been able to define it in words. I had to learn 
to deal with my shame. I never felt good 
enough. I wasn’t enough — I wasn’t enough. 
And I had to be okay with my own vulnerabil-
ity. I had to be okay with what happened to me. 
And just move on from it. And know that I was 

imperfect in a lot of ways. But... there’s no such 
thing as perfect.  

And it’s still a struggle. You know, everyone has 
good and bad days. That shame is still some-
thing. It’s a huge part of my life still. And it’s just 
trying to overcome that and trying to separate 
your thoughts.... Your thoughts aren’t you, right? 
It’s just what’s in your head.

There is a link between failure and vulnerability. 
And when you have a supportive family network 
around you, you’re encouraged to fail, you’re 
encouraged to screw up and make mistakes. 

Because you learn from them. 

But when you’re in an institution or a system 
you’re not allowed to screw up. When you make 
mistakes really bad things happen, like you get 
kicked out of home. But… foster kids can make 
their life into whatever version of success they 
want to. It might be harder for us to accomplish 
this success or take more time than others to reach 
that goal, but it makes that success more meaning-
ful and authentic than you can ever imagine.

Learn to feel comfortable in situations of ambi-
guity. And embrace those moments, don’t be 
scared of them.

ef

When I went to university there was an amaz-
ing professor. One of the things he always 
talked about was ambiguity, and it puzzled my 
mind. It meant something to me. To learn to 
feel comfortable in situations of the unknown. 
I felt that really spoke to me. Because I felt that 
that was like my whole life. Those are the situ-
ations where I got the most amount of growth 
from — I remember just not knowing. That’s an 
intense feeling.

As a foster kid I was always like, Oh, God. What’s 
coming next? It wasn’t a positive feeling by any 
means — not knowing what was going on.  

I used to work for a financial institution. When 
I first quit the bank... I was like, I don’t know 
what I’m gonna do, but I know that I need to try 
something else. Because the bank changed my 
life, I met some amazing people who really 
taught me how to grow in a lot of ways. I had 
stability. I had a boyfriend who I was with for 
three years. We had a little side business painting 
houses as well. I was doing well financially. All 
of the things that I thought that I really wanted, 
and I wasn’t happy. I was like over 300 pounds; 
literally I went home and I smoked pot at the end 
of every single day. And I felt horrible about 
myself every single day.

When I first quit my job I had no idea what I was 
gonna do, I just knew that I wasn’t ready for that 
job at that time. But I learned to just to be okay 
with that and just accept it. It doesn’t always have 
to always go the way you planned it. 

And when I travelled to South America, I was 
sitting on the plane feeling the most crazy feel-
ing I’ve ever felt. Because I’m like, What am I 
doing? I picked the most crazy place on the 
map, a place I could not picture myself. I don’t 

… foster kids can make their 
life into whatever version of 
success they want to.

A MESSAGE TO MY 19-YEAR-OLD SELF:
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because it was like…. It just felt good. I realized 
this is an opportunity. It’s an opportunity. I don’t 
know how it was going to be an opportunity. 
Yeah, I may not be with my siblings, they’re in a 
different place, they were younger so they found 
homes easier than me. But I can create whatever 
I want. And that was my guiding force. The thing 
that moved me in my life.    

That I can be anything I want to be.

What success means:

I read a quote a long time ago, “They say that 
success is a progressive realization of a worth-
while idea or dream.” I remember I read it when 
I was in high school, and I never forgot it. When 
I share with somebody else what success means 
to me it means asking, “Have you truly given it 
all to try something you truly wanted to do?  Did 
you stick with those things during the circum-
stances where others wanted to quit or you 
wanted to quit? Did you not give up?” Because 
success to me, it’s not necessarily that you won 
the medal or you got the job, but did you truly 
engage all of your capacity in trying to do that? 
It was never about the goal, it’s what the goal 
made of me. 

I had a tremendous athletic career.  I’m in a hall 
of fame. I traveled the world. I spent years on the 
national team. I was one of the best guys in the 
country who ever did this sport. And I started 
late. But what made me good was that I put all of 
myself into it. Despite the many times I wanted 
to quit, and the many injuries that I had. And the 
same thing with school. It doesn’t matter what 
you do. There’s going to be times when you just 
want to give up. It doesn’t matter what it is. If it’s 
something worthwhile, you’re going to want to 
quit. Can you stick it through those times? Can 
you enjoy the moments? Can you find a way to 
make something fun? Can you let go of the result 
for a while? Just be engaged, love the struggle.
Can you just enjoy it? 

You may never get the thing you’re aiming for 
— but who you are becoming in that process, 
you’re going to love that person. And understand 

that if you’re trying to take your life to any level, 
that struggle will come. The sooner you learn 
how to enjoy the struggle, the more you’ll wel-
come bigger opportunities into your life because 
you know struggle will come, but you’ll be fine 
with it. And I think that’s success. 

Set goals for yourself:

You can be, or do, and have whatever you want 
to have. And when you get lost in things, you 
cannot move, because that negativity just con-
sumes you, it is because you’re not looking. 
There’s no correction point you’re looking for. 
You can only see the negativity. So many people 
in care were just stuck in the, “This is my situa-
tion, and they should do this for me or we’re not 
getting this or that.” And yes, they do have a 
point. All children need to be cared for.

But the thing is, you’re still a normal kid. You 
can still have goals, set up goals like anybody 
else. You can live in an apartment, have nice 
clothes, have a nice girlfriend, go to university, 
get a good education, be a doctor, lawyer, what-
ever you want to be. Start businesses. It doesn’t 
matter. You can be all those things. You need to 
know that the world is your oyster. Seriously! 

This circumstance of being in care, a lot of kids 
don’t understand that they can leverage their 
challenges, leverage their adversity. So I’m in 
care. Okay. What’s the situation? Okay, well, I see 
that they have different things set up for kids to 
go to school, I see that they can provide mentors, 
I see the government can support my participat-
ing in different activities. I didn’t have it back in 
my days, but the government will pay for you to 
go to school or learn a trade or take a special 
course or go to camp.

Wow. What if I shifted my mindset for a second 
and said, “How can I utilize some of those oppor-
tunities? So if I know what my strengths are, how 
can I take advantage of some of those opportu-
nities present in my environment? How can these 
opportunities help me to reach my goals?

Have patience, believe in yourself. Believe in your 
dreams, you can create your life. You deserve it. 

ef

I know that sounds cliché-ish, but that’s all it’s 
ever really been for me.

I was in a foster home with foster parents. It was 
a really good home. I ended up being friends 
with them for a long time and we still are close 
to this day. I was at home. Something got me and 
I started crying. I think I was 15 or 16, I can’t 
remember. I just started crying, just crying, cry-
ing, crying, because I was angry at everybody. 

Angry at my father, angry at my mother. Angry 
that my mother let us come here to Canada. It 
was supposed to be a beautiful place, things were 
supposed to work out. It was our opportunity. 
Angry that my dad treated us the way he treated 
us. Angry at just everything. 

Then all of a sudden, I just stopped. And I never 
did that again. That’s the day I accepted respon-
sibility for anything that happens in my life. 
That’s the day. After that, my dreams were going 
to be my dreams. If I was going to be a success, 
it was going to be me. I didn’t blame anybody for 
anything anymore. There was no more victim-
hood about my situation, the embarrassment 
about being in foster homes disappeared. I said, 
“This is who I am.” I’ll never forget that day 

Nick Ugoalah’s single greatest achievement as an athlete was as a 
Commonwealth Games Gold Medalist. He is also Canada’s five-time 
national champion, and a three-time university national cham-
pion. Nick was inducted to the Wrestling Canada Hall of Fame for 
his accomplishments representing Canada in wrestling worldwide.

Nick graduated from Brock University, where he earned his Bach-
elor of Science Degree, followed by graduating from Royal Roads 
University where he earned his Masters of Business Administra-
tion, as well as a graduate certificate in executive coaching. 

Aside from sport, Nick is a passionate entrepreneur and the 
owner of Ugo High Performance, a company dedicated to coach-
ing individuals and organizations in creating successful and 
fulfilling lives through coaching and consulting in business, 
sport, and life. For additional information on Ugo High Perfor-
mance, please visit www.ugohp.com

Nick encourages and coaches others to follow their goals and 
dreams. He holds the following quote as words to live by, “If a 
person advances confidently in the direction of his or her dreams, 
they will be met with a success unimagined in common hours.” 

Being in care, being in the system, those years formed me.  I’m not 
lying. You really have to become strong. There were some tough 
times. But when you realize that, hey, this is my life, it’s nobody 
else’s life. What I create for myself is what I create for myself. 
Nobody can do it for you. Take responsibility. For everything. Every-
thing. But you have to be patient. You have to wait. You’ve got to do 
your time, because you can have it. 

What I create for myself is what I create for 
myself. Nobody can do it for you. Take 
responsibility. For everything. Everything. 

NICK UGOALAH A MESSAGE TO MY 19-YEAR-OLD SELF:
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Nina Anne Samborski spent her early years in Williams Lake, 
BC and now calls East Vancouver home. She has a wonderful, 
healthy family and is a fiercely proud momma to four wonderful 
humans: Helena, Nathan, Olivia, and Benjamin. Nina is loved, 
and loves a lot.

Nina’s work experiences include support work for women and 
children fleeing violence, and running a successful business with 
her ex-husband. Currently, Nina is attending Nicola Valley Insti-
tute of Technology full-time and is in her third year of working 
towards a Bachelor’s degree in social work. Focusing on Child 
Protection, Nina is interested in helping to build systems of care 
that actively support both clients and their workers. Nina looks 
forward to lifelong learning.  

Nina is a humanist and a realist and loves meeting people and 
helping. In Nina’s quiet moments she most enjoys a hot cup of 
coffee, a good book, and hanging out with her kids.

I believe that each of us are doing exactly what we’re supposed to, 
and I try not to hold on to yesterday too tightly, because it’s not right 
now. But I am grateful for every moment because I wouldn’t be who 
I am without them. I truly believe there is balance in everything.

I believe that each of us are doing exactly what 
we’re supposed to, and I try not to hold on to 
yesterday too tightly, because it’s not right now.

NINA ANNE SAMBORSKI 

open, buying the person behind you in line a 
coffee, it’s listening to your kids, not getting 
mad, just being generous with your time. Being 
generous with your money is good, too. If you 
can do, why not? 

Bravery is as important as kindness and gener-
osity. Listening to your own self and not being 
scared to ask questions, and then take the 
answers into consideration. When I was young I 
learned that, ultimately, I know what’s best for 
me. Whether it’s the hard things I’m going 
through or whether it’s the happy things I’m 
going through, everybody’s always going to have 
an opinion. Be brave to just live your life. You 
have to be brave, and you have to not worry too 
much about what other people think.

That’s exactly how I try to live. And it’s not all 
the time, and I’m not always able to do it, and 
when I get caught up it creates a tension in my 
tummy, a headache maybe. However it presents, 
because usually when you’re off-balance with 
your own truth, it’ll present in a physical way. 
Not always, but a lot of the time, you know?

Every single second of every single experience 
I have had has defined me. I believe that each of 
us is doing exactly what we’re supposed to, and 
so I don’t hold onto yesterday too tightly, 
because it’s not right now. But I’m grateful for 
those experiences. For every moment, even the 

horrific, because I wouldn’t be who I am. So I 
don’t look at my history or the things I’ve been 
through or my trauma as hindrances. I look at 
them as strength-building experiences that 
taught me so much.

When you’re stuck in the middle of trauma... 
we’re all going to struggle. Some days are easy 
and some days are not, and that’s how it goes. 
When we’re in the middle of those not-so-great 
days, it’s not as easy. You have your pity party 
— people call it a million different things. You 
get stuck in a little funk or whatever. But then 
you return to kindness and bravery and gener-
osity. You don’t leave it behind, you just put it 
aside for a minute and visit whatever you need 
in that moment. 

I think the more I practice it, the more I reap the 
benefits from it. It starts to be an accumulation 
of beautiful experiences. And I grow every time 
I have those interactions. We’re so lucky as souls 
to be here, to be able to do and live how we do.

Good manners are more important than I 
thought when I was young.  

It’s really a reflection of who we are, and if we 
don’t project who we are in a way that attracts it 
back to us, we don’t get it back. So it’s really 
important to start with manners, I think, in 
every interaction.

Kindness, bravery, and generosity. Those are the 
three things I think are really, really core, 
important human characteristics that we don’t 
pay enough attention to or acknowledge enough.

We have to be kind to ourselves first. I do that, 
even with four kids in school and my friends... 
because if we’re not good to ourselves, ultimately 
it’s really hard to properly be good to anybody 
else. Even if you are good to other people, if 
you’re not good to yourself first, there’s going to 
be something that builds up, whether it’s like 
resentment ... and it’s not necessarily against the 
other person, it’s usually just a reflection of your-
self. But people get caught up in a comfortable 
way, that society has ingrained in us, to blame 
others when it’s really about how we are being to 
ourselves. Sometimes it’s easier to believe it’s 
harder to do than it is. 

Generosity is not necessarily a monetary thing. 
Having good manners is a generous act. Looking 
somebody in the eye and smiling, holding a door 

You have to be brave, and you 
have to not worry too much 
about what other people think.
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People love you. You can be honest with people 
about your poverty, and their help isn’t pity, it’s 
love. Let people love you.

ef

There’s was a moment when I realized that I had 
to make the change or whatever kind of nice lan-
guage you want to use around it. It was kind of 
the moment when I realized there were very few 
people in my life who really have my back, prob-
ably no matter what, who had that unconditional 
love where I’ve allowed them to see that vulner-
able part of me. 

And my actions at that time were pushing them 
so far away that I realized like, One more thing, 
and I’m probably going to lose them, too. And if I 
lose them, there’s no point of living anymore. 

And can I make a decision today that I either get 
my shit together, or I give up, and I just let my life 
expire. To me, it was, I need to survive, and I’m 
dying right now. Emotionally, I’m dying. Maybe 
not physically, but emotionally, I am dying. If I 
want to continue dying, I can continue doing this 
stuff. And whatever way that’s gonna look like, 
whether it’s a drug addiction, whether that is 
through suicide, whatever that’s going to be. 

But I either give up and do that, or I change.  

And I did.

I decided to change. And it was tough. 

I had to let go of all my friends at the time. I had 
to essentially remove myself from my commu-
nity and start fresh, as if I didn’t know anybody. 
And I got to keep the two people who were really 

Foster kids are actually quite 
like the cactus in a lot of ways. 
On the outside, we may look 
kind of rough-and-tumble, 
and why would anybody want 
us in their house? And we 
have such a protective layer 
on us. We’ve got spikes and 
stuff to keep everybody out, 
but actually we’re one of the 
most nourishing of plants. 
When you look at what a 
cacti offers the world, there’s 
so many different things. Not 
only through the giving of 
water, but also through medi-
cine. And then at the right 
time of year, it blooms, and 
it’s the most beautiful thing.  

Sam Pothier brings a lifetime of personal experience and years of 
professional experience to the government care community. Her 
work has ranged from education, transition support, and leader-
ship development at the Federation of BC Youth in Care Networks 
to being the Project Manager on the Premier’s Award nominated 
website called Agedout.com. 

Sam is a strong advocate for youth engagement. She volunteers for 
the International Foster Care Organization as a board member 
representing Canada, as well as the Fostering Change’s Youth 
Advisory Committee as an adult support. 

Sam owns her own consulting business supporting organizations 
and businesses to better improve outcomes for young people in 
and from care. 

You have to try to figure out who’s really your friend and who’s not. 
But when it comes to adults who are part of your life, you know the 
ones that you can trust, and you can reach out to and say, I am 
really struggling right now.

I don’t know how to tell you to deal with all of those complex emo-
tions that you’re going be feeling when you age out, ‘cause none of 
it’s going to make sense, and it’s going to feel like shit. You’re going 
feel a lot of, just a horrible amount of pain. But if  you can let a few 
people love you, it’s not going to hurt as much.

You have to try to figure out who’s really your 
friend and who’s not. 

SAM POTHIER 

close to me at the time, and they championed me 
through a lot of the things I was going through, 
which led me to counselling, which led me to 
better housing, led me to education. But it was 
some lonely years in order to get there, but I 
didn’t want to lose them, and their love was way 
too important for me to just let go.

There was a part of me that like, knew, just 
knew that I was so capable of so much more 
than I was doing. I deserve more.

I deserve happiness, and happiness doesn’t come 
from that kind of lifestyle where you’re doing 
drugs, and you’re using people, and you’re in and 
out of jobs, and you’re blaming people for your 
problems. Happiness doesn’t come from that. 
Happiness comes from identifying your goals, 
and finding ways to achieve them, and getting 
help from people when you need it to get there. 

And so I chose happiness. 

That’s it. I chose happiness.

And so, you could either continue down a path 
and you are gonna live a very unhealthy, dra-
ma-filled life, which is what happens. I grew up 
that way. I saw it. Or you get your shit together, 
and then you can be whatever it is that you want 
to be. Because there’s nothing in our country, 
that doesn’t allow for people who are in my situ-
ation to achieve whatever it is that they want to 
achieve if they work their asses off. Do I think it’s 
fair that we have to work as foster kids 10 times 
harder than anybody else? Absolutely not. But 
the reality is, if we want to, we can work really 
hard and achieve whatever it is that we want. And 
I got to that crossroads. And I decided. 
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Amber Harder is a 32-year-old from Vancouver, BC. Amber 
spends her working hours running a successful salon with/for her 
older sister, making good use of her degree in Business Adminis-
tration. She is a dedicated volunteer, involved in many community 
arts and music projects.

Amber is a proud product of many environments and people over 
different periods of time. Her early years were spent with her 
biological mom and family, was later adopted into a family on 
Vancouver Island as she entered middle school, and was a ward of 
the ministry for the years in between. Amber has been influenced 
and inspired by countless friends, family, and experiences.

Eager to meet people, witness the human experience, and try her 
best to take a big bite out of life, Amber is working to focus her 
passions. She is concerned by the way society is behaving and 
thinking up ways we could inject a little compassion. She is con-
stantly striving to be a better ally, start an important conversation, 
and ask for more help.

Amber is a big talker and active listener, a collaborator and note 
taker, a critic and cheerleader. Amber is working to accept that the 
world is horrifyingly ugly and so remarkably beautiful all at the 
same time. Amber is a struggling mess and a complete success.

I am here to tell you, it is ok if you don’t know exactly what you are 
doing or why you are here. Neither do I. 

Yet.

I am here to tell you, it is ok if  you don’t know 
exactly what you are doing or why you are 
here. Neither do I. 
Yet.

AMBER HARDER
also, when you’re talking about these things, 
the first draft is never correct. It takes us a long 
time and a lot of repetition, and a lot of prac-
tice, and a lot of unpackaging to find out how 
we really feel about something.

I’ve heard of a lot of experiences of people leaving 
the system, feeling like they really need to puff up 
their chests, because they have their back against 
the wall. They feel they need to put on this tough 
exterior, and that help is wildly equated with 
shame. And it’s just... It’s dangerous.

I don’t think anyone gets through life unscathed, 
honestly. I don’t think that’s possible. When I tell 
people that I am adopted and that it happened 
late in life, and that I spent time in foster care, 
their faces fall, and they say, “I’m so sorry.” One 
of the reasons that I really want to tell my story, 
is because your face doesn’t need to fall. There’s 
lots and lots of happiness. I have memories of 
being a young kid on the Downtown Eastside 
with my mom, and also memories kids shouldn’t 
have. But she did a really good job of protecting 
me, and she did a really good job of letting me go.

I always was lucky that the people in my life 
allowed me to be present in my own life…So I’m 
grateful, and I think that this gratitude makes 
me want to tell all the positive sides of my story 
because I recognize that there were some people 
who really went to bat for me.
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I have been working on my theory of success over 
the last 15 years and about what that means to me. 
I’m officially on the record when I say that I think 
if I died tomorrow, god forbid, I have a legacy. It 
might not have a plaque anywhere, and it might 
not be that easy to explain, and it might not feel 
the same for everybody involved in it, but I know 
it. It takes a lot of courage for me to admit that I 
know this and that I’m confident in this, but….I 
know that I’m a good friend. I know that I am an 
ally. I know that I am supportive, and I know that 
I benefit the people that I choose to let close with 
my closeness. And that to me is success.

For a long time, I was afraid to say that, because 
I didn’t want to sound pompous, but I realize that 
people in my life were repeating those sentiments 
to me often, and that I needed to embrace them. 
And the reason I needed to embrace them was to 
protect myself from being too close to people who 
weren’t able to protect me back. I honestly am so 
proud of the fact that I am that kind of person 
and that my friendship helps my friends, that I’m 
okay. I’m good. I’m successful already.

I still have lots of work and lots of exploration to 
do, which is so exciting. But as far as that truth 
sense of success, I think I’ve mastered, in my 
own way, how to be what I wish there was more 
of in the world.

I think I’ve mastered, in my 
own way, how to be what I wish 
there was more of in the world.

Nineteen was a hard time. I think I would just 
really tell myself that, despite what the world 
feels like, there’s a lot of love there, and a lot of it 
is for you. You need to just stay open and to stay 
as courageous as you are, that it’s all coming.

ACCEPTING YOURSELF AND THE 
IMPORTANCE OF MENTAL HEALTH 

SUPPORT AND SUCCESS = FRIENDSHIP 
AND LOVING YOUR SELF 

I have a lot of anxiety around being left behind. 
This abandonment, which I think anybody 
would be okay to believe, is well-deserved and 
well-earned. And I can’t get rid of that. I can’t get 
rid of that part of me, that sad, scared person.  
But I can hold her closer and try to remind 
myself that fear is important, and people are 
going to leave, and you’re going to be okay.

And I feel like that was something, when I was 
young, I wanted to really shake off, and now I 
really just want to embrace it, because getting rid 
of parts of you is dangerous. You never know 
what part you’re going to get rid of, really. I’ve 
just spent the last few years really trying to estab-
lish what parts of me I want to highlight and 
what parts of me I want to learn to live next to.

And I would venture to say that this is a gift, 
because I think everybody should be doing a lot 
of emotional work. When I was being prepared 
for adoption, the mental health support they gave 
me was amazing. That experience really allowed 
me to open up to that emotional work. In my 
adult life, whenever times have become hard, or 
encounters have happened where I need addi-
tional support, it’s felt easier to ask for help.

I think it’s really important that, even if people 
don’t feel like they have problems, they should 
learn to talk a lot, and if you don’t feel comfort-
able talking in front of your friends, maybe you 
need new friends, but also, you should go see a 
professional. And not only is it okay, but that is 
a beautiful thing, because somebody gets paid, 
which reinforces the fact that this is a line of 
work that we should make more prominent, but 
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be able to read their minds which is absurd, and 
not helpful. That’s where communication breaks 
down. I think that all the facts that people need 
to understand about foster care — they’re all 
there, they are in front of them. They just either 
choose not to learn about foster care, or it’s just 
not of interest to them.

How are you going to fit in, carrying all that 
anger around? Once you start borrowing from 
friends that can become a problem. If you start 
borrowing emotionally from friends you can 
burn through friends pretty quickly. 

So don’t be scared to look for someone who is 
really good to talk to. Helping you learn how to 
talk about your problems. There’s no shame in it, 
or fear. Or if there’s fear, but there doesn’t need 
to be. The shame just comes naturally. Asking for 
help in foster care feels a lot like begging for help 
to just get what you need. To be able to acquire 
supports that you instinctively know that you 
need, when you’re a teenager. Like, asking strate-
gically. Then feeling guilty about asking for stuff 
that most kids don’t have to ask for. Then, not 
realizing until way later that what you had to beg 
for, most people don’t have to. 

I love that saying, “Thrive, not survive.” It’s such 
an important way of looking at a person’s life. My 
understanding is that surviving is just getting by. 
It implies that there’s been some sort of victim-

ization, or damage. Thriving is from the other 
angle. It comes from a healthy place and draws 
from healthiness, and success instead of accident, 
or hurt, pain, or trauma. 

I feel like I have been successful in life. I feel like 
I am happy.

Naturally, I want to talk about my story especially 
if it’s going to be of value to somebody. But, at the 
same time, I know it’s not representative of every-
one. I wish my life is the kind of outcome we 
(always) hope for. I just feel like I was so lucky, in 
terms of foster care.  I also feel so lucky I grew up 
in radical northern Vancouver Island with draft 
dodgers as teachers... That’s where my radical spirit 
came from. I’m lucky that I grew up where I did. 

I think it was a bit of a fluke that I ended up get-
ting up on my feet. Finding a way forward in life 
in another country. I think I would have had a 
completely different outcome if I had just stayed 
here in Canada. Even having the inner-strength 
to carry on. That comes from circumstances 
beyond your control. 

I feel quite privileged to be able to do the work of 
advocating for youth in care. I’m in my late 30s 
now, and getting to know my brothers. This 
seems like the right time. I don’t know if it would 
have happened any earlier. They’ve been working 
on stuff. I’ve been working on stuff. Many things 
happen in our lives at the right time. 

I feel quite privileged to be 
able to do the work of 
advocating for youth in care.

Most people don’t understand or care what comes 
from growing up in foster care, so try hard to learn 
how to articulate yourself well.
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DEVELOPING COMMUNICATIONS 
SKILLS AND ON SUCCESS AND THE 

DANGER OF SHIFTING THE NARRATIVE:

I remember in high school, I was in conversation 
with somebody in the same grade as me. He said 
something that I thought was unfair, or unjust, 
and it set me off. I suddenly went on this rant — a 
bit of a monologue. Then, when I was ending he 
goes, “Wow, where did that come from?” This is 
20 years ago, and I still remember this exchange. 
Just that feeling that something was wrong, and 
I spoke up about it. 

I wasn’t given a lot of access to what we would 
call mental health supports. Or therapy. It wasn’t 
commonly available back then. But I always had 
an interest. I remember going to the library, read-
ing books about psychology, and paying attention 
when we had the counselor. I remember focusing 
on writing, self-improvement, talking and com-
munication skills. I didn’t even understand why, 
but something always made sense, and I knew 
that was something I needed to focus on. 

People say, “Use your words.” But sometimes 
people get stuck and then expect other people to 

After graduation from Port Hardy Secondary School, John studied 
Communications for two quick years at SFU, where he spent most 
of his time chasing stories for the student newspaper. 

In 2002 he went to China to teach English, and quickly grew fluent 
in Chinese. A small translation blog led to six years as Chinese 
Language Editor for the multilingual online community Global 
Voices, pitching John headfirst into China’s short-lived but intense 
netizen battle for Internet freedom.

Later, two years spent building an online community of human 
rights activists in China for Amnesty International wrapped up in 
2015, and by the end of the year John was back in Vancouver, where 
he soon found a chance to engage former foster kids like himself 
through First Call: BC Child and Youth Advocacy Coalition. 

As of 2018, John is now looking for his next big adventure, and 
whatever else the future holds.

I love that saying…thrive, not survive…. It’s  such an important way 
of looking at a person’s life. My understanding is that surviving is 
just getting by. It implies that there’s been some sort of victimiza-
tion, or damage. Thriving is from the other angle. It comes from a 
healthy place and draws from healthiness, and success instead of 
accident, or hurt, pain or trauma.

I love that saying…thrive, not survive…. It’s 
such an important way of looking at a 
person’s life.
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Rachel Malek is a 26-year-old visionary hustler and engagement catalyst drawing on 
lived experience and community wisdom to create a better future. Her passion is bring-
ing those on the margins into the centre of community building and decision-making 
through a process of invitation, conversation, listening, and shared learning. 

Adopted at birth and raised on Vancouver Island, Rachel was kicked out in her early 
teens, and struggled with poverty, homelessness, addiction, and exploitation. Along-
side her struggle with homelessness Rachel also began university. She enrolled at 
Simon Fraser University to pursue a double major in Sociology and Criminology. She 
gained a Certificate in Social Justice in 2012, and trained in facilitation and leadership 
through PeerNet BC and Art of Hosting. She founded Authentic Engagement Con-
sulting in 2017 to form new paths of engagement with those on the margins.

Rachel’s work is deeply connected to social justice communities at the local, national, 
and international level and is shaped by a personal dedication to equity and human 
rights. Her contributions have been recognized by the Representative for Children and 
Youth of BC’s Award of Excellence in Youth Leadership (2010), the 24 Hours News 
“Top 24 under 24” (2012), the BC Child and Youth in Care Achievement Award (2016), 
and most recently, the CFUW Women’s History Month list of Influential Women.

To keep sane, Rachel maintains a highly co-dependent relationship with her white, 
fluffy cat, Lady, and reads poetry to her at night. Recently she has been getting into 
watching theatre, and getting back into playing wheelchair basketball (a childhood 
passion!). On most days you can find her in her “office” — a cafe on The Drive where 
she has learned a lot of bad Italian slang. 

When you’re in those really dark situations, being able to be kind and being able to 
help other people is important. When I was in really, really bad, bad situations, still 
seeing that one girl and being able to help her kept me sane. What I’ve learned over 
the years is that it’s not healthy to save other people and ignore yourself. But still, when 
you’re poor and you don’t have anything and somehow you scrounge up something in 
your kitchen to feed someone, you feel good. You’d be amazed what I can do with 
empty cupboards.

When you’re in those really dark situations, 
being able to be kind and being able to help 
other people is important. 

RACHEL MALEK 

Setting oneself up for success is being willing to 
live in multiple contradicting worlds at the same 
time. And being able to keep things in these 
multiple worlds active even when it’s not the 
world you’re living in. For example I decided to 
join the Canadian Federation of the University 
of Women when I was just 19 years old. I was 
their youngest member in history and I contin-
ued to pay my dues even when I was homeless. 
Imagine, here I was homeless and I’m going in 
there for my free coffee! And only the secretary 
there, she knew. But I kept that membership up 
and I maintained it. I was willing to endure 
many years of being misunderstood, of being an 
outsider, of not belonging in that world but mak-
ing myself live in that world. And I was willing 
to stand in that other world for as long as it takes 
to change it. And I’ve done that now. 

To me, it’s not about success but a question: Is the 
life that you’re living right now in line with your 
inner-self and the life that you want to be? Not, 
Oh, I want this car! But is it the feeling that you 
want to have in your life when you wake up in the 
morning? Does the energy line up? Does your life 
inspire you and excite you? It’s more of touching 
into that intuitive self, and the self when you’re 
lying there in bed at night and thinking about 
what you’ve been doing or what’s coming up. 
Does it feel like it aligns with your self?

Is the life that you’re living right 
now in line with your inner-self 
and the life that you want to be?

I’m inspired by a life of falling through the cracks. 
Feel the flow go with it. Take the twists and turns 
without judgment. You are going somewhere. 
Find endurance and find joy in that. 
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I’ve noticed with some people who haven’t had 
much difficulty in their life, they don’t know 
what they can endure and they are often scared. 
They don’t know how strong they are. They don’t 
know when that big thing comes that they’re 
afraid of. But when it happens you’ll just get 
through it. And it will be terrible, but you’ll still 
get through it. There’s a line from a Korean 
drama, “It’s not the strong who survive, it is the 
survivors who are strong.” And it’s just that. 
Once you’ve been through enough, it’s not that 
you don’t have fear, but the fear doesn’t hold you 
back in the same way.

It’s not that other people haven’t helped me, but 
everything that I have in my life right now is part 
of the choices that I’ve made. I have many times 
had to make choices where I’ve changed my 
behaviour for others, like in exploitative situations. 
But I’ve always been aware of an element of I’m 
choosing to be in this situation. It’s not like there 
were parents or a community that’s determined my 
future from the time I was young. No one deter-
mined my future. Things that are beautiful in my 
life right now are the result of my choices.
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There are times in life where there aren’t a lot of 
choices, but there is still choice. 

And if you keep looking, you’ll find your solu-
tions. I do believe that there is always opportu-
nity. Life is about perspective. We have these 
responses that kept us alive, or got us through 
situations, but then eventually that negative self-
talk or shutting down doesn’t protect you any-
more. It starts getting in your own way.

It’s a practice of connecting to your inner cour-
age, noticing how you talk to yourself, recogniz-
ing there’s a new opportunity every moment to 
think or operate differently, or at least try to.... 
You know that whole “fake it until you make it” 
thing is actually kind of a thing?

I believe that any difficulty I have experienced 
has gifted me a greater understanding of what it 
means to be human. Painful challenges offer a 
silver lining of opportunity to develop empathy, 
kindness and compassion — for ourselves and 
others. These are arguably some of humanity’s 
most valuable tools for building a life of purpose, 
meaning, and fulfilment. Practice being kind to 
yourself and others, and notice how that power-
fully shapes your life.

And trust your gut. Learning to listen to my intu-
ition has served me well over the years. When I 
was young, I had to be really street smart. I had 

to observe, watch people’s behaviour, and pay 
attention to my own inner-dialogue, what I felt 
comfortable with and what I didn’t. I had to take 
accountability for choosing to be around, or 
engage in, certain behaviour. I absolutely had to 
learn to listen to my gut feelings in order to get 
away from, avoid, or overcome difficult people 
and situations.

We have to learn to be able to trust ourselves, our 
feelings, our beliefs, and our opinions. But we 
also have to learn to trust others. Everybody’s 
journey and their healing is going to look differ-
ent, but what has been most useful for me has 
been doing those things that develop my 
inner-confidence; learning to listen to my mind 
and body and take action when things don’t feel 
right and also asking for tools and support when 
necessary. 

Develop more than your street smarts and intu-
ition. Knowledge is power. Education is empow-
ering. Invest in your future, right now. Challenge 
adversity by learning new ways. Develop and 
share your knowledge. 

Develop more than your street 
smarts and intuition. Knowledge is 
power. Education is empowering.

You are destined for things far greater than you 
have experienced, known, imagined, dreamed, or 
have yet even to become aware of. Trust that as 
your truth and keep working towards your goals.

ef

What kind of life do you want to create? What 
kind of stories do you want to tell? If you want to 
tell a great story about your life, what kind of 
action do you need to take? Who do you need to 
be around and connected to? 

I can’t control what’s already happened to me, 
but I’ve learned throughout the years that I can 
take perspective and control of how I respond, 
and relate, to difficult experiences — past and 
present. The reality is, the quality of your life 
is vastly determined by your perception, how 
you see it. When you’ve experienced trauma, 
it can be much harder to see and experience 
the world with a positive regard, a strong sense 
of self-worth and belonging. But there are 
things you can do. People who can support 
you. Communities that understand you. When 
you’re struggling, you can practice: self-care; 
positive self-talk; cultivating intention (what 
do you mean to do? what kind of life do you 
want to live?); connecting to yourself and oth-
ers; asking for support when you need it; tak-
ing action; recognizing your choices and 
creating a sense of agency.

Kaeli Rose is a Youth and Family Counsellor, Registered Yoga 
Teacher, and an advocate for social justice. Kaeli was awarded the 
Premier’s Award in Innovation for her work with the Ministry of 
Children and Family Development’s Youth Engagement Toolkit 
and the Jamie Cassel’s Undergraduate Research Award for her 
research with the University of Victoria. She was an Ambassador 
for the 2017 Victoria Yoga Conference where she was also awarded 
the Breathe for Life Yoga Scholarship. 

Kaeli is especially passionate about sharing this ancient healing 
modality with vulnerable young people and people who have 
experienced trauma. She teaches yoga to empower connec-
tion, love, healing, and togetherness, because she believes that “the 
person who heals themselves will help heal thousands of people.”

I believe that any difficulty I have experienced has gifted me a 
greater understanding of what it means to be human. Painful chal-
lenges offer a silver lining of opportunity to develop empathy, kind-
ness and compassion — for others and for ourselves. These are 
arguably some of humanity’s most valuable tools for building a life 
of purpose, meaning, and fulfilment. Practice being kind to yourself 
and others, and notice how that powerfully shapes your life.

I believe that any difficulty I have experienced 
has gifted me a greater understanding of what 
it means to be human.

KAELI ROSE A MESSAGE TO MY 19-YEAR-OLD SELF:
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Patrick Stewart is a Nisga’a architect with many firsts. Patrick has the distinction of 
being the first Aboriginal president of an Architectural Association in Canada. 
Patrick was the first Aboriginal architect to become the President of the Architec-
tural Institute of BC. Patrick is also the first Aboriginal person in BC to own and 
operate an architectural firm.

He is a citizen of the Nisga’a Nation in northwestern B.C. from the community of 
Gingolx, a member of the Killerwhale House of Daxaan. 

Patrick has 25 years of architectural-related experience and has 12 years as principal 
of his own firm, previously known as Sagalts’apkw Architecture. Patrick is the Chair 
of the Aboriginal Homelessness Steering Committee For Greater Vancouver. 

Patrick obtained his Ph.D from the University of British Columbia in 2015, The title 
of his dissertation is Indigenous Architecture through Indigenous Knowledge - dion 
sagalt’apkw nisim (Together we will build a Village). He has also graduated from 
Simon Fraser University in 1978, (B.A.), graduated from Technical University of 
Nova Scotia in 1980 with B.E.D.S, and in 1983 with a B.Arch. Patrick achieved his 
Masters of Architecture in 1989 at McGill University. 

Patrick is an outstanding community member interested in giving a voice to hous-
ing and homelessness issues locally and nationally. Patrick was the chair of the 
Provincial Aboriginal Homelessness Committee for BC and chair of the Indigenous 
Task Force for the Royal Architectual Institute of Canada. 

Patrick is an artist in mediums of paint and wood. Patrick also writes articles for 
Architecture BC, Canadian Architect, City Magazine, Context, and The Peak. Patrick 
is featured in the 2005 documentary, Aboriginal Living Architecture.

Patrick R. Stewart is the founding principal of Patrick R. Stewart Architect (PRSA), 
a full-service architectural firm with a First Nations community development focus.

Don’t take so long to make decisions. Seek 
counsel. Ask somebody you trust for guidance.

PATRICK STEWART

back to BC. So by the time I got back a lot of time 
had passed. 

I always have to remind myself that it is what it 
is. That’s my life. I was 56 when I started  my 
PhD. I just take a long-range view. I say I’m on 
the Freedom 85 plan. I’m going to work til I’m 
85, because I’ve got stuff to do. I believe in life-
long learning.

Education is the one ticket you have that nobody 
can mess with, because it belongs to you. It’s 
your head. It’s your thinking. Society shows that 
if you’re educated, you have a better life, and I 
believe that. It is respected. You just have to find 
the thing that you are passionate about.

When I was a kid and I saw life around me. My 
friends’ parents were educated and had busi-
nesses. They lived in nice houses. They lived on 
the lake. They traveled to Europe. I never did all 
those things, but I thought — That’s my way out. 
That’s my ticket out — to get educated. But I was 
a lousy student. I fought the system. That was my 
big undoing. I had bigger aspirations than my 
ability to accomplish them, so all I heard was, 
“You can’t do that,” and, “There’s no way you’re 
going to do that.” But somewhere inside of me, I 
thought, They’re wrong. Because I could do other 
things very well. I might not have been able to 
calculate on demand in physics and math, but I 
thought there’s something in me that thinks I 
can still do this.

I think because of the way my personality is, I’m 
quiet, I’m reserved, so people don’t know that I 
do think. People think I’m slow, and I think 
that’s the way it’s been. That’s how the teachers 
all perceived me.

That’s why I had to have confidence. But it was a 
quiet confidence.

What do they say? “Being an Indigenous person 
with an education is a dangerous thing.” There’s 
a bumper sticker saying that. 

But you really can influence things, and hope-
fully change things for the better. 

My wife’s daughter, she asked me one day, 
“When do we get to be rich?” We’re not rich. We 
tell her we work really hard for what we have.

When I became an adult, I lived like I was poor, 
like I had nothing. It took me a lot of years to 
think that I could afford to buy a new vehicle. It 
took me a lot more years to think I could buy a 
house. I think I grew to be an adult with a poverty 
mindset. Because that’s what I heard and saw in 
the foster system, that there wasn’t a lot of money. 
Money didn’t grow on trees, and you had to mind 
your pennies. That has been a struggle, because I 
think we’re still surviving. Even though we may 
make a good salary and have money coming in, 
it goes out just as fast, and we’re supporting a lot 
of family. We support kids. We support extended 
family. We support elders. There’s always 
needs.  My wife and I have talked about if we just 
lived for ourselves we probably could have our 
mortgage paid off, or that kind of thing, but we 
don’t. We wouldn’t change it for anything. 

One measure of success for me is living in a place 
a long time. We’ve lived in our house 17 years, 
and that’s the longest I’ve ever lived anywhere. 
Until that point, I had moved every two years all 
my life — from foster care and after. It built that 
cycle in me. 

Now is the time to stop. I’m happy. I just like 
being in the house, and I don’t want to move, 
ever. I feel grounded there, and being on reserve 
also helps.

I also feel grounded in the sense to identify as 
Nisga’a. That’s one thing I write about and I talk 
about is being Nisga’a. I have a hereditary name, 
and I know my place in my Wilp (House). It 
doesn’t really matter outside of that, what any-
thing is, because it’s not part of the culture.

I have a quite a few friends who are now retired. 
I have no way of thinking that. I don’t want to. 
I’ve got too much to do. I feel like I just have to 
keep going, because I haven’t felt satisfied with 
what I’ve done so far. It’s never enough. 

I just take a long-range view. It’ll happen some-
time, and that’s how my life has been. It will 
happen, but I don’t stress about it. I think we’re 
just so busy with our nose to the grindstone. We 
don’t really pop up for air to look around and 
see how are we doing? We’re just doing. It’s busy 
and we’re doing a lot, and it’s good. 

Having grown up in care, I felt like I started living 
when I was 19. That’s when I was born, so I always 
felt like a late bloomer…I never felt that I quite fit 
into my surroundings. When I was 19, I was in 
charge of myself, and I could do my own thing. I 
could make all my own decisions. That’s how it 
felt. I was reborn. I enjoyed that freedom, but it 
was scary because I didn’t have a whole lot of 
skills. When I aged out, I didn’t know who I was. 
As a kid aging out of care you’re supposed to be 
given an Exit Interview, but I was not. They didn’t 
tell me anything about myself. Life might’ve been 
different had I known that my family was 15 min-
utes away in East Vancouver. But I didn’t have 
that, so I didn’t stop. I just kept on going. I was not 
told that I had two brothers and three sisters and 
a mother who lived on the bus route I took from 
SFU to Vancouver. I often wondered what life 
would have been like if I had connected with my 
family when I was still in my teens. I sometimes 
feel robbed of my childhood, of my culture and 
language. I have uncles who were fishermen and 
I would have had the chance to learn from them, 
had I not been taken and held away. 

What would I tell my younger self? 

Don’t take so long to make decisions. Seek counsel. 
Ask somebody you trust for guidance. I learned to 
do that but it was a trial and error process. 

Forty years later, I still take too long. I let other 
people make decisions that affect me. Sometimes 
to me I seem to operate on another level, not of 
the day-today… 

I always wanted to be an architect, but it took me 
until I was 24 to get into architecture school. I 
wasn’t the oldest one in the school by any means, 
but I was four or five years older than the average 
age, and so I always felt a bit older. I took a year 
off because I was broke. I was 29 when I gradu-
ated. I worked and then I went back to school. I 
was 41 before I registered as an architect. Some 
of my classmates, they worked for three years, 
and got registered, they were maybe 25 and they 
were done. It took me 12 years more, because in 
the meantime, I went back to school at McGill to 
do a Masters and I kept changing provinces. I 
finished my undergrad at what is now Dalhousie 
in Nova Scotia, went to Quebec, and then I came 

A MESSAGE TO MY 19-YEAR-OLD SELF:
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The Housing Matters Media Project is focused on using community-engaged art practices to contribute to the social 
and cultural development of youth.

The project was founded in 2011 by community-engaged artists Patti Fraser and Corin Browne to respond, question, 
and investigate issues relating to housing justice. Our artistic and social lens has shifted focus to include the experi-
ences of young people as they age out of the foster care system, and to explore the role of the public parent through 
innovative creative practice.

Patti and Corin have collaboratively produced internationally recognized short films, extensively toured multi-media 
installations, and widely screened digital narratives. These projects have contributed to public policy change and 
public awareness.

Patti Fraser, Ph.D., is the co-Artistic Director of the Housing Matters Media Project with Corin Browne and a Research 
Associate with the Art for Social Change Research Project at Simon Fraser University. She is a founding member of 
Leaky Heaven Circus and member of the nationally recognized Summer Visions Film Institute for Youth. Her work 
has been recognized as best practices in a diversity of fields including the Chee Mahmuk Aboriginal Education Centre 
with the British Columbia Centre for Disease Control, the Canadian Council for Refugees, and the Canada Council 
for the Arts. She was an artist-in-resident for four years in the Arts Health and Seniors Research Project. Patti was the 
2013 recipient of the Vancouver Mayor’s Art Award for Community Engagement.

ABOUT THIS PROJECT 
By Patti Fraser and Corin Browne

COLLABORATORS AND ARTISTS

Corin Browne (BA, MA Communication) is a media-maker and educator who has been working as a community engaged 
artist for almost 20 years. Corin is the co-Artistic director of Housing Matters Media Project, co-Director of EMMA Talks, 
a women’s speaker series and art festival, and the Media Arts and Animation teacher at Templeton Secondary School where 
she runs the internationally recognized After School Film Program and was the founding member of the nationally rec-
ognized Summer Visions Film Institute for Youth. Corin explores notions of community, feminism, and social justice in 
projects such as a youth produced low-watt pirate TV station, PSAs educating farmworkers about pesticide contamination 
and multi-media installations exploring the experiences of youth aging out of government care. Her recent projects include 
Common Notions, a documentary exploring youth liberation through the lens of an arts and activism center in Vancouver.

Violet-Rose Pharoah currently is working 
towards her diploma in Public Relations at 
Kwantlen University. Her career path has 
included both collaborative and self-directed 
projects, using creative and arts based platforms 
to create dialogue and advocate for change 
within the child welfare system. Having person-
ally spent 15 years in the foster care system and 
adopted as adult at the age of 28, she is dedicated 
to creating a more informed system to shift the 
paradigm from surviving to thriving. 

Sarah Race (aka Emmett) is a photographer and 
documentary filmmaker based in Vancouver, 
Canada. Sarah’s approach to visual media is 
about building relationships with her subjects, 
in order to truly connect with their stories and 
share their experiences through her work. Her 
portfolio includes editorial, event coverage, 
human rights activism, and fine art photography. 
Over the years, Sarah has earned a reputation for 
portraits that celebrate the beauty and diversity 
of atypical, sometimes marginalized subjects, it 
is the core of her philosophy and work. 

aly de la cruz yip is a queer multi-disciplinary 
artist of mixed chinese and filipinx ancestry. 

a firm believer in the healing properties of com-
munity-engaged art, they are committed to cen-
tring and amplifying the voices of marginalized 
people...that is, highlighting our wholeness and 
honouring our survivance.
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Squamish, Musqueam, and Tsleil-Waututh First Nations. May our work deepen our respect for and understanding of 
the history and First Peoples of these territories. 

With gratitude to Kris Archie, Mark Gifford, Natalie Ord, and all of the staff involved in Vancouver Foundation’s 
Fostering Change Campaign for their appreciation and deep understanding of the value of socially engaged art to 
create real change. And to their commitment and success in creating public awareness and support for youth aging out 
of the foster care system.

To Tonya Martin and Meghan Hague at McKellar & Martin Publishing Group for their generous mentorship at shep-
herding this new medium with the artistic team from We Are Everywhere Project. 

To The Arts in Action Society, Executive Director Claudine Pommier and Programming Director Carla Bergman, for 
their continued support of the Housing Matters Media Project.

Windsor House School and Notional Space for providing workshop and meeting space.

Lynn Fels and The Art for Social Change Research Project with Simon Fraser University, funded by the Social Science 
and Humanities Research Council of Canada.
 
We also acknowledge the support of the Canada Council for the Arts, which last year invested $153 million to bring 
the arts to Canadians throughout the country.

Nous remercions le Conseil des arts du Canada de son soutien. L’an dernier, le Conseil a investi 153 millions de dollars 
pour mettre de l’art dans la vie des Canadiennes et des Canadiens de tout le pays.
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